
Transformation of the Data Center
CREATES A DRASTIC IMPROVEMENT OF THE BUSINESS



Distinct Impacts to Your Business

DATA CENTER MODERNIZATION

Replacing the legacy hardware and the facilities they 

operate under. iStormCloud HCI appliances have a direct, 

immediate and massive affect on business operations 

cutting your data center >50% and OPEX costs >50%. 

INFRASTRUCTURE AGILITY

The convergence of new data center facility built on 

Hyperconverged (on-premise, cloud or hybrid) 

Infrastructure (HCI), provides the ability to run a flexible 

wide-area virtualization that may fluctuate with the 

instantaneous workload changes. 

STRATEGICALLY INNOVATIVE

Improvements to cast the Data Center geographically 

presented as a single-pane-of-glass, providing a desirable 

future of your enterprise, that is nimble, energized and 

oriented toward rapid innovation where ever the business 

requires collection of metrics or support of operations.

MODERNIZATION, AGILITY AND INNOVATION



Why CFO | COO have vested interest?

MODERNIZATION

Reduce OPEX | Replace CAPEX | Eliminate  SUNK

IRR Data Center Saving $T, $M or $B better CAGR

MODULARIZATION

Optimizes | Scales | Extends the Data Center 

Immediate ROI & Real-Time Decision Making

MOBILIZATION

Geographic | Efficiencies | Time & Money Decisions

TCO creates Widespread Synchronicity Effectiveness 

IMMEDIATE REVENUE RECOVERY: IRR, ROI, TCO AND FOREGO EXPANSION

Forego any planned or WIP expansion of new Data Center plans returning $T, $M or $B 

back to the business. Creates sustainability, minimal negative impact on global | local 

environments, communities and their economies.



Why CIO | CTO have vested interest?

PERFORMANCE

Disruptive | 30x Boost | 100% Availability DR/BCP

Redefines Data Center Impacts Whole IT Industry

SCALABILITY

Efficiency | 100x Footprint  | Global Synchronization 

On-Premise or Private/Public Promote a Hybrid 

Cloud 

RESOURCES

Physical Equipment | Facility Requirements | People 

Efficiency in Energy, Infrastructure and Reallocation

PERFORMANCE, SCALABILITY, AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION

Creates a new paradigm in Data Center Efficiency (DCiE), Power unit Efficiency (PUE), 

Carbon Footprint (CO2) that reallocates the workforce, adapt to the ideas of a geographic 

footprint, the responsiveness by the business to just-in-time information.



Business Experience is our Priority

Why does the IT Industry only provide minuscule gains?

Can your business experience be improved?

What if…

• You could improve your DCiE >90%?

• Lower your data center floor space >50%?

• Create efficiency in power management?

• Achieve better PUE <1.2?

• Manage shifting workloads real-time?

• Increase your Performance up to 30x?

• Increase your Scalability 100x?

• Decrease your Carbon footprint >50%?

• Place your data center anywhere?

• Improve your IRR, ROI and TCO?

CHANGING YOUR THINKING ABOUT YOUR DATA CENTER

With Z-IMPACT all is achieved and at a substantial lower cost…



Immediate Market Separation

LOWER COSTS AND RISK

Reduce >50% OPEX | CAPEX and SUNK COST 

Efficiencies PUE, equipment, buildings and land

GREATER DENSITY 

30x Performance | 100x Scalability | Cloud Compression

No HOT/COLD Aisles, Max rack space, >90% DCiE

BETTER BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

Always-On | Instant Provisioning | Edge Computing

Widening Data Center reach, better decision making

MINIMIZES ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Reduces Land | Building | Cloud Efficiency

Low Carbon (CO2) Data Center Industry

FOCUS ON HYPERCONVERGED INFRASTRUCTURE (HCI) ENTERPRISE, COLOCATIONS AND CLOUD 

Z-IMPACT creates market separation in the Data Center from superior hardware | software 

innovation and disruptive technology not seen in the IT Industry since Sun Microsystems 

market entrance.



Strategy for Value Creation
FOUR PILLARS OF TRANSFORMATION



Strategy for Value Creation

Strategic Identity 

Creating a desirable future of your enterprise, that is 

nimble, energized and built on Hyperconverged (on-

premise, cloud or hybrid) Infrastructure (HCI), 

oriented toward rapid innovation, geographic 

synchronicity of all internal and field silos. 

The results include: Lower annual economics saving 

$T|$M|$B, quick growth financial metrics, better 

business experience, sustainable environment that 

is recharging the business to get back to allowing 

the business to connect people, producing wealth, 

creating products and services, and bring new value 

to the greater world around it which it serves. 

FOUR PILLARS OF TRANSFORMATION



Strategy for Value Creation

Designing for Trust

The business experience or the way people feel about the 

Data Centers current function as many difficult options are 

placed on the table, selling off infrastructure, reducing or 

reallocation of staff, making radical shifts in strategy to build a 

new Data Center Identity and Trust in the new HCI enterprise 

to deliver what it has promised. 

A shift in the fundamental attitudes, beliefs and behaviors by 

recognizing the HCI value given the, “magic of changing your 

thinking” can grow the mind-set. Provides a clear signal that 

the new HCI will bring great value, savings and growth to the 

enterprise. By improving the business experience, bring about 

an easier workday, more pride and confidence in the overall 

enterprise. CxO leaders must factor in infrastructure agility, 

scalability, security and responsiveness when enabling digital 

business innovation to produce meaningful effects in 

transforming the optimization of the Data Center with 

meaningful environmental effects – this leads to a Low 

Carbon IT Industry. 

FOUR PILLARS OF TRANSFORMATION



Strategy for Value Creation

Mastering the Innovation Pivot 

Rapidly implemented throughout the enterprise and new 

expansion to field offices. These new ideas typically need time to 

incubate but if isolated they will be marginalized. To resolve this 

paradox in the transformational industry, leaders need to build in 

this agility with speed and the full-scale execution acquired from 

the innovation to deploy and sustain the capabilities they need to 

rapidly differentiate themselves in the marketplace. The 

ecosystems require isolation from the legacy solutions as it builds 

momentum collapsing and synchronizing the enterprise as the 

organization shifts to a more streamlined effective business 

operation though the agility, salability and responsiveness to do 

what is possible. 

Start by doing what is necessary; then do what is possible; and 

suddenly you’re doing the impossible – Saint Francis of Assisi 

Start in the enterprises innovate-then-scale, the “Innovation Lab” 

can mimic the enterprise, then plan for scale and replicate them 

quickly throughout the enterprise, replacing the existing legacy 

operations at every level and providing guidance to global teams 

to implement the innovation wholeheartedly. 

FOUR PILLARS OF TRANSFORMATION



Strategy for Value Creation

Treating your Sunk Costs as an Asset

So, what is to becomes of the legacy investment, the existing 

infrastructure is of great value otherwise it could not have 

survived thus far. It is now moving to a new ecosystem its 

time to creatively and dispassionately determine the asset | 

tax-loss harvesting strategies - making the most of the value 

the Enterprise has created. Much of the old elements of the 

legacy Data Center must be left behind as the Enterprise 

moves forward divesting anything that will distract from the 

new ecosystem. 

The attention you pay to managing the legacy migration can 

affect your entire transformation. A Gold Standard Migration 

Services will eliminate the old processes, practices, brands, 

and auxiliary support and even the Data Center itself could 

be, “Reduced | Replaced | Eliminated” by your new identity 

and operating model. Moreover, while you shift to the new 

identity the legacy must stay in motion; the company depends 

on the revenue and profits. 

FOUR PILLARS OF TRANSFORMATION



Results from Value Creation

Computing Density

Appliance | Software

Cloud Computing, Open Compute and Modular Compute. 

>12x Expansion 30x performance 100x Scalability. Instant  

Business Analytics!

Cost Savings Ecosystem 

Appliance | Software

Drives the lowest IRR, ROI and TCO. Repayment of past 

investments, future OPEX and CAPEX lowered that funds 

future business expansion and efficiency. 

Environmental Goodwill

Sustainable Initiatives | Low Carbon Footprint

Mega Data Centers, Colocations and F2000 impacts are 

tremendous and seen as global leaders of change.

Channel Partner Explosion

Reseller | Service Partnerships

Global impact of products, people and service would Scale.

FOUR PILLARS OF TRANSFORMATION



Disruptive Journey
CAUSE AND EFFECT TO THE BUSINESS



Ecosystem Agility

iHARDWARE

iStormCloud Hyperconverged Infrastructure (HCI) is a family of 

appliances in a blueprint that drives 100% availability on non-stop 

hardware, transforming the Data Center by compressing the 

density, eliminating the hot/cold aisles and increasing 

performance 30x and scalability by 100x redefines a new Data 

Center. 

iSOFTWARE

Software-Defined Data Center (SDDC) designed for the 

ecosystem with security, energy efficiency and non-stop 

availability in mind. The Operating System sits on top a dynamic 

architecture and orchestrates the interaction of the ecosystem. 

Data Center Efficiencies (DCiE), complete integration of the 

ecosystem depicting a true single-pane-of-glass computing 

solution with global synchronicity of all iStormCloud Appliances 

from the Enterprise Data Center to the EDGE deployments.

UNIFICATION OF HARDWARE, SOFTWARE, PEOPLE AND ENVIRONMENT



Ecosystem Agility

iPEOPLE

A skilled team, with multiple certifications from our 

sourcing “Virtual Bench” knowledgeable technology 

consultants a hands-on-staff working 24x7x365 that 

applies managed services to each deployment 

utilizing robust and proven services programs, that 

take you from the initial assessment, through a 

modernization playbook to  to deliver our various 

service offerings that saves our client’s money.

iENVIRONMENT

Minimizing the environmental impact all comes down 

to infrastructure agility, space, power, cooling and the 

challenges of efficiency without impacting operations. 

Optimization of power usage efficiency (PUE) means 

if managed and controlled their is less carbon 

footprint. This is mandatory and is a major part of the 

journey of resiliency, density and effectiveness.

UNIFICATION OF HARDWARE, SOFTWARE, PEOPLE AND ENVIRONMENT



iHardware Clarity

MODERNIZATION

Has a much greater effect on overall transformation and 

rethinking of the space required, footprint, auxiliary 

requirements, energy and data center infrastructure efficiency 

(DCiE) requirements, utilization and operation.

MODULARIZATION

Has the ability for rapid deployment, greater efficiency in all 

forms of modular deployments in the data center itself or in 

self-contained field deployments.

MOBILIZATION

Has wide ranging deployment capabilities that enable self-

contained geographic deployments that provide compute 

density far greater than anything on the market with minimized 

energy requirements, minimized footprint contained in a 

modularized solution and deployed to the edge with true 

mobility by land, sea and air.

MODERNIZATION, MODULARIZATION AND MOBILIZATION



iSoftware Intelligence

OPERATING SYSTEM

The iPulseTM OS v2 IronRock (OS 17.02), is a hardened 

Operating System that is embedded to orchestrate and 

facilitate load-balancing, provisioning of hardware 

requirements as application workloads fluctuate and the 

power management of the ecosystem reduces MTBF.

ARCHITECTURE

The Fluid Enterprise ArchitectureTM (FEA) is a framework 

that is unified to iPulse OS to instantly interface with 

dynamic fluid changes in the ecosystem and optimize the 

utilization, power management and assemble workload 

resources demanded of the environment.

PLATFORM

Agile XaaS Platform Mesh, interacts via the Software-

Defined-Data-Center (SDDC), SDx adapters (storage, 

network, hypervisor infrastructure) combining powerful 

governance and security controls. 

OPERATING SYSTEM, ARCHITECTURE AND PLATFORM



iPeople Diversification

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

IMPLEMENTATION. MIGRATION. MANAGED SERVICES (MSP).

Ensure the smooth operation of the ecosystem reduce call 

loads, provide immediate response in the most critical 

environments to provide continuous 100% availability to  

exceed the business Service Level Agreement (SLA).

SUPPORT

The Response Center is a 24x7x365 call center to 

maintain a central depository of KPR, resolutions, 

workarounds and patch management to facilitate rapid 

response and timely resolution to problem solving events.

HARDWARE TECHNICIANS

Ensure that the ecosystem is maintained to proper 

standards, regular performed maintenance, coordination 

of parts replacement and warranty repair is timely in the 

ecosystem. Oversee Data Center auxiliary environments 

are operating effectively for the ecosystem survival.  

MANAGED SERVICES, SUPPORT AND TECHNICIANS



iEnvironment Sustainability

LOCATION

The physical footprint of the Data Center and the cause 

and effect it projects on location demographics, supporting 

requirements, environmental balances, carbon footprint it 

may project and demand from local resources.

BUILDING

To build a new data center a multitude of factors need be 

considered in the decision-making process. As one can 

imagine, months of analysis, permits, city planning 

legislation, evaluation, engineering and planning.

IMPACT

The path to building green is a slightly higher cost but is 

offset by the tremendous savings from the data center 

infrastructure agility to minimize the environmental impact 

of space, power and the challenges of cooling. The journey 

of resiliency, density and effectiveness is the management 

and control to achieve a low carbon footprint. 

LOCATION, BUILDING AND IMPACT 



A True Ecosystem Transformation
DATA CENTER NOW WORKS FOR THE BUSINESS



The Creation of a True Ecosystem

Data Center Computing Modernization. 

The technology modernization of the 

ecosystem dramatically alters a 

company’s global conscious, sustainability 

and end-user experience. By, reinventing 

the economics with disruptive 

technologies through innovation of the 

ecosystem infrastructure.

MODERNIZATION | MODULARIZATION | MOBILIZATION

It’s not just about the software, it’s the underlining hardware and the 

environment it runs in that brings about the unification of all three in a true 

ecosystem optimizing the data center infrastructure efficiency (DCiE).



Data Center Calculation
COMPARE YOUR DATA CENTER



The Creation of a True Ecosystem

Cloud Computing Modularization. 

The ability for rapid containerized 

deployment creating appliance 

ecosystem for agility. Challenging all 

IT vendors to matchup within 

modularization, scalability and 

performance in a Cloud Computing 

ecosystem. 

MODERNIZATION | MODULARIZATION | MOBILIZATION

Rapid Modular Container deployments for the scalability of a modular Cloud 

Infrastructure or FASTWRAP Field Deployments. Get to the cloud faster 

with pain-free modular 20’ or 40’ compute and power containers.



Data Center Expansion
GEOGRAPHIC SCALABILITY AND COMPARISON TO IT VENDORS



The Creation of a True Ecosystem

Edge Computing Mobilization. 

Ground-breaking self-contained cutting-

edge mobilization with geographic 

extensions and synchronicity creates a 

business expansion of versatile edge 

computing to every corner of the 

business. Capturing control of new Data 

Center market for transportable edge 

technology with true mobility by land, 

sea and air.

MODERNIZATION | MODULARIZATION | MOBILIZATION

Wide-ranging deployment capabilities that enable a self-contained geographic 

deployment that provides compute density far greater than anything on the 

market with minimized energy requirements.



Environment Yes Yes Yes Yes

• Transformation of the Data Center

• Strategy for Value Creation

• Disruptive Journey

• A True Ecosystem Transformation

Questions
HARDWARE, SOFTWARE AND SERVICES

Z-IMPACT Inc. Hardware Software Services Results

Innovation Yes Yes Yes Yes

Disruptive Yes Yes Yes Yes

CxO Attention Yes Yes Yes Yes

CAPEX | OPEX Yes Yes Yes Yes



Thank You For Your Consideration…
HTTPS://Z-IMPACT.COM CHEYENNE, WY    SALES@Z-IMPACT.COM

https://z-impact.com/

